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OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AS A MODERN WAY OF 
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE CITY 

 

The article deals with the research of outdoor advertising as communicative system, 

analysis of types of outdoor advertising and appropriateness of its using under 

certain conditions. We consider the definition of outdoor advertising and its basic 

characteristics ; noted the requirements for outdoor advertising creation; analyzed  

outdoor advertising in Poltava ; offered our recommendations for modern city 

outdoor advertising improvement. 

Originality lies in theoretical and practical solving the complex of problems to 

improve outdoor advertising of a modern city. 

Outdoor advertising is graphical, textual or other information of advertising 

character to be placed upon special temporary and/or steady state constructions, 

placed outdoors, at the outer surface of buildings, elements of streets equipment 

over the city roads or in the city streets. 

Main particularities of outdoor  advertising: sustaining and adding the advertising 

placed in mass media by reminding to people about trademark, firm, characteristic 

and ideas related to them; inevitability of contact with this advertised product, high 

frequency of repeated contacts; relatively low cost of a contact; extensive audience 

encompassing. 

Main types of outdoor advertising in Poltava are the following: prismatron (  with 

separable and non separable prisms, billboards, shop windows, brandmauers, sign-

boards, panel-brackets, electronic boards, road advertising boards, scrollers or 

roller displays, city-lights, light-boxes, advertising settings at the roofs of buildings, 

pillars, steles. There are author 's definitions of the given categories in this article. 

When estimated 250 advertising bearers in different districts of Poltava ( centre, 

outskirts, uptown) we prepared per cent correlation of the most advertised 

goods/services, among them are: food products advertising - 12,5%; department 



stores and shops advertising - 12,06%; domestic appliances, household goods - 

9,91%; telecommunications, means of connection ( mobile operators, internet 

providers) advertising - 9,05%; show business events advertising - 7,75%; social 

advertising - 7,32%;shoes clothes and accessories advertising - 5,6%; 

entertainment establishments advertising - 5,6%;banks advertising - 3,87%; 

immovables and building firms - 3,87%; political advertising - 3,01%; cafes and 

restaurants advertising - 2,58%; cars advertising - 2,58%; mobile phones 

advertising - 1,72%; sports clubs advertising - 1,29%; medical clinics, health 

centres advertising  - 1,29%; other advertising - 10,43%. 

Having analyzed the advertising bearers, we pointed out the main approaches as to 

its placing: web - advertising bearers are situated near the advertised object . 

Besides that, their quantity is increased with approaching to the advertised object; 

highway - advertising bearers are placed a long crowded city places. They are to be 

noticed both by people who go on foot near them and by people who go near them 

by city transport; nests - advertising bearers which are situated  in the most visited 

places of a city, next to squares, crossroads; situational - advertising bearers to be 

used when failed to reserve certain places. The latter method is the least effective. 

Among the drawbacks of the researched outdoor advertising in Poltava, we can 

point out the following: poor quality of design of the advertised product ; placing 

advertising in the wrong place ( poor point of view because of trees; other 

buildings which can block POV from different angles; non-presentable look of a 

city landscape which is a background of an advertising ); considerable number of 

advertising above the city road which averts drivers attention; big number of 

similar advertising; some constructions are placed without keeping to the rules of 

safety engineering; poor quality of advertising bearers look (they are not protected 

from weather factors, because of bad work of employees who placed them), etc. 

The author offers the following practical recommendations for more effective 

advertising placement in a city: 

- outdoor advertising must not inhibit to traffic, change architectural face of a city, 

break the law about keeping safe monuments of culture and history;                                                                       



- constructions of outdoor advertising have to be recorded in historical construction 

register of a city;                                              

- in the context of historical centre we should not place advertising panelled 

constructions on the roots of buildings, tele-screens should be placed to keep 

silhouette of a buildings taking into account formed and planned system of city 

building dominants; 

- large format outdoor advertising objects should match to architectural landscape.  

It should be forbidden to set such advertising bearers in areas of historical building, 

in areas to be of architectural and art value for city surroundings, if their placement 

leads to breaking of visual perception of architectural complexes or breaking of 

visual prospects of perception; 

- they should shorten the number of advertising constructions in the city centre, 

cleaning some areas from them; 

- we should optimize excessive placement of advertising bearers along city roods. 
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